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Abstract
A microbiological survey was undertaken on the eight patients in the Liverpool District who have a humidifier attachment on their oxygen concentrator. All but one of the humidifiers were contaminated with potentially pathogenic bacteria.

Microbiological contamination of humidifiers used with ventilators is a documented cause of nosocomial pneumonia,1 and bacterial contamination of home nebulisers also occurs.2 The possibility of similar contamination of the humidifier attachment of an oxygen concentrator was suggested by a fatal case of community acquired pseudomonas pneumonia in a patient receiving long term oxygen therapy. This prompted an audit of the 48 patients having long term oxygen therapy in the Liverpool District. The aims of the study were to find out how many patients used a humidifier attachment on their oxygen concentrator and how they cleaned such attachments, and to determine whether the humidifier attachments were contaminated.

Patients and results
A postal and telephone survey was performed to determine how many of the 48 patients in the Liverpool District with an oxygen concentrator were using a humidifier attachment. Fifteen patients had tried a humidifier at some stage, though only eight were using it at the time of this study (seven women, one man; mean age 58-2, range 51–73 years). All were ex-smokers with severe chronic airflow limitation, who used their concentrators for over 15 hours a day (mean 19.5, range 15–24 hours). Seven patients used the humidifier continuously and one intermittently—the latter only during waking hours (mean 8-5, range 8–12 hours).

All patients changed the humidifier water daily. Methods of cleaning the humidifier varied, six patients using detergent, one bleach and one boiled tap water. After cleaning it all patients filled the humidifier with cold water from the domestic supply.

All eight patients were visited at home at the same time of day, on average seven (range 5–9) hours after the last water change, as they were using the oxygen concentrator. The entire contents of the humidifiers were collected and samples were taken from the humidifier, patient, and cold tap supply for microbiological processing (table 1). All cultures were incubated in humidified air at 37°C for up to five days. Organisms present at 100 or more colony forming units (cfu)/ml of water were identified and recorded. Growth of <100 cfu/ml was not recorded, as very low level colonisation with the relatively non-virulent organisms typically found in humidifiers would be an unlikely cause of pneumonia.3

At each visit the patients were asked about antibiotic use and hospital admissions before and while they had been using the humidifier attachment.

Bacteria were cultured from the humidifier water in seven of the eight cases (table 2), with two isolates in one case. The same organisms were not identified in cultures of the nasal and pharyngeal specimens from any patient, however, and none of these organisms was found in the domestic water supply of any of the patients.

The number of antibiotic courses prescribed (mean 2.75, range 0–6/year) and hospital admissions with respiratory tract infections (mean 1.25, range 0–5/year) after...
the patients acquired the humidifier attachment was much the same as before.

**Discussion**

This study found that water in the humidifier attachments on oxygen concentrators was usually contaminated with potentially pathogenic bacteria. Even though patients followed the manufacturer’s instructions, the level of contamination and species of bacteria isolated are similar to those found in humidifiers attached to mechanical ventilators and in high humidity environments used with children. This finding is not surprising because any humidifying system attached to respiratory equipment is vulnerable to bacterial contamination. The only patient in this study found not to have an appreciably contaminated humidifier used the attachment intermittently.

Reassuringly, none of the patients had required more frequent courses of antibiotics or admissions to hospital with respiratory tract infection, suggesting that they had not had any increase in infection rate since starting to use the humidifier. The level of contamination in the humidifier may not have been sufficient to produce upper airways colonisation (as defined by culture of nasal and pharyngeal swabs), which epidemiological studies have shown to be a vital factor in the development of lower respiratory tract infections. Furthermore, none of the patients in this study were suffering from serious intercurrent illness or receiving regular antimicrobial drugs, which reduce resistance to colonisation with potential pathogens. If such factors were present, conceivably organisms of low virulence typically growing in modest numbers in the humidifier water could cause a pulmonary infection. Such a possibility should be considered in a patient using an oxygen concentrator with a humidifier who presents with community acquired pneumonia.
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